The main aim of this short paper is to propose a new branch prediction approach called by us "neural branch prediction". We developed a first neural predictor model based on a simple neural learning algorithm, known as Learning Vector Quantim*on algorithm. Based on a trace driven simulation method we investigated the influences of the learning step, training processes, etc. Also we compared the neural predictor with a powelful classical predictor and we establish that they result in close pe$orrnunces. Therefore, we conclude that in the nearest future it might be necessary to model and simulate other more powerful neural adaptive predictors, based on more eflcient neural networks architectures, in order to obtain better prediction accuracies compared with the previous known schemes.
Introduction
As the average instruction issue rate and depth of the pipeline in multiple instruction issue 0 processors increase, the necessity of an efficient hardware branch predictor becomes essential. Very high prediction accuracies are necessary, because taking into account the MII processors characteristics as pipeline depth or issue rates, even a prediction miss rate of a few percent involves a substantial performance loss [6, 7, 10] .
The main aim of this work is to propose a new branch prediction approach called neural branch prediction. Our work hypothesis will consider branch prediction as a particular problem belonging to pattern recognition class and therefore, we consider it's desirable to use neural networks in order to predict branches. Also, we investigate 0-7803-5529-6/99/$10.00 01999 IEEE 868 comparatively, through a trace driven simulation method, a classical Two Level Adaptive Branch Prediction scheme proceeded from Professor Yale Patt's Research Group at Michigan [1, 2, 10] with some original modifications and the proposed neural branch predictor, both of them integrated into a MII environment. We used the traces obtained based on the eight C Stanford integer benchmarks. These benchmarks were compiled through the HSA (Hatfield Superscalar Architecture) compiler, developed at the University of Hertfordshire, U% by Dr. G.B. Steven's Research Group. Further, the traces were obtained using the HSA simulator, developed at the same university [81. Based on these tools, we have developed an original simulator to investigate a large class of branch prediction schemes.
A Modified PAP Predictor
In order to offer a classical equivalence for the proposed neural predictor, we propose a Two Level Adaptive Branch Predictor derived -with some original modifications -from a PAP (Per Address Branch History Table and Per Address Patkm History   Tables) scheme, first presented in [lo] . The prediction process through our modified PAP scheme (MPAp) is based on three orthogonal information: branch's PC least significant bits (noted with PCl, on i bits), a global history register (noted with HRg) containing the last k branches encountered and a set of history registers per each branch (HRl) containing the last 1 occurrences (rakednot taken) of the same branch instruction (branch history). The original PAP scheme uses for the prediction process only PC low and HRl information, therefore it neglects the possible correlation with other branches (HRg information). Also, in the original PAP scheme, the PBHT (Per Address Branch History Table) table contains no tags. As it can be noticed in figure 1, Our PBHT contains 2i+k sets, and each set contains d associative entries with a LRU (Least Recently Used) replacing algorithm. our PPHT contains 2l+k+l entries, each entry containing a prediction automata (2 bits saturating counter) and the branch's target address. MPAp represents a complex powerful prediction scheme that will be compared further to the new neural proposed predictor described in the next paragraph.
The LVQ Neural Branch Predictor
We propose a new branch prediction method, based on a real adaptive algorithm named Learning Vector Quantization [4], belonging to neural network (NN) algorithms. Therefore, we'll adapt the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) algorithm to the branch prediction problem in MII architectures. From the large class of NN algorithms [3] we chose LVQ algorithm as a first step towards a high performance neural branch predictor, because it is one of the simplest NN algorithms.
As in the Two Level Adaptive Branch Prediction, in this case the run-time prediction process is based on the same three orthogonal information: the branch's Pc low (PCl, on i bits), the history of the k previous branches named HRg (Global History Register on k bits) and the branch's own history (takednot taken) named HRI (Local History Register, on 1 bits). Also, similarly to the Two Level Adaptive Branch Prediction, the LVQ predictor will use all these information together with the branch's target address from tables like those presented in our modified PAP scheme (Figure 1) . In contrast,.this time it's not necessary to implement the classical 2l+k+l prediction automata stored in PPHT table. These automata will be replaced with a single global LVQ (neural) prediction structure, as it will be described further.
The LVQ prediction structure contains two binary vectors ("codebook vectors") named Vnt and Vt, each of them on (i+k+l) bits, associated with the "not taken" event, respectively with the "taken" event. Initially, Vnt will be "all zero" and Vt will be "all one". During the prediction process the vector X is defined, associated with the current branch to be predicted. It contains the branch's PCl concatenated with the branch's HRg and HRI fields. If we note S={Vnt, Vt} then we can define the "winner vector" (Vw) as that vector belonging to S, that has a minimum Hamming distance (HD) to vector x ( HD=C(X,-VW,)~). K v w = vnt the prediction will be "not taken" and if Vw = Vt then the prediction will be "taken". The other vector belonging to S will be named the "loser vector" (Vl).
i+k+l p=l
After the branch's output is known, the two vectors belonging to S, will be modified according to the following relations:
("+" for a correct prediction and "-" for an incorrect prediction) and
where a(t) represents the "learning step"; it may be constant as in the classical LVQ algorithm (recommended to be smaller then 0.1) or decrease monotonically with time like in the "optimized LVQ algorithm". In the latter case, a(t) is given by the following recurrent equation [4]:
(Also, 'I+" for a correct prediction and *'-" for an incorrect prediction). In this case it's necessary that a(t) be smaller than the initial step. Theoretically it can be possible, but simulations show that is not efficient, that the loser vector to be also modified ("discouraged") in equation (2).
Based on the adaptive heuristic nature of the LVQ prediction algorithm, the Vnt vector will tend dynamically to a "not taken" pattern (class), while Vt vector will tend to a "taken" pattern (class). The predictor will learn continuously, therefore the adequate class -more alike with the incoming X(t) binary pattern -will "attract" with more and more accuracy the newly income X(t) vector, involving thus better predictions. Each classic branch prediction scheme has a corresponding LVQ branch prediction scheme that uses similar tables for storing HRg, HRl and target addresses (PBHT and PPHT in this case). (Figure 2) . Therefore, this approach is based on a supposed correspondence between the indirect jump's dynamic patterns (PC, HRg, HRl) and its dynamic target addresses.
The difficult problem related to these neural predictors is to establish whether they can be implemented on a chip, taking into account the run-time prediction request. More precisely, that means for an efficient approach, that the prediction must be done during the processor's instruction fetch phase. Based on the present technological progresses that allow performant NN hardware implementations, in our opinion the neural predictor idea could be feasible and, therefore, new investigations in this research area are warranted. At this time, our intuition is that a simplified NN predictor could be designed within the timing restraints of a superscalar processor. We also suspect that the cost would be far less than one of Two Level Adaptive predictors and it may even be possible to implement multiple cut-down NN predictors. associated which each branch. Anyway, NN predictors could be a useful approach in establishing, estimating and understanding better, the processes of branch predictability.
Simulation Work

Benchmarks
The simulation work has been centred on the Stanford integer benchmark suite, a collection of eight C programs 
Some Results
According to many simulations, the optimal learning step seems to be aS.01. Therefore, in the further analysis presented here we'll consider the learning step aa.01. For a variable learning step corresponding to an "optimized LVQ, according to equation (3), simulations point out surprisingly, average prediction accuracies lower with about 1.5%, compared to previous constant learning steps. Also -based on a large set of simulations -the LVQs predictor dynamically training process, involves an average accuracy growth of only about 0.5% to 1%. Tables 1 to 3 present some comparisons between a classical MPAp predictor and the corresponding LVQ neural predictor, for different realistic i, j, k and 1 parameters. As it can be seen, the classical predictor involves average accuracies better with only about 0.4% in all these cases. Various simulations show that varying the prediction tables capacities in reasonable limits according to Stanford benchmarks characteristics, for both MPAp and LVQ schemes, the optimal perfomancelcost parameters seems to be i=j=k=3 and 1 4 . Tables 1 and 2 shows clearly that k growth involves better accuracies for the LVQ predictor, practically at the same level with the MPAp predictor. Finally, table 3 shows that growing the branch's "local history", the MPAp's accuracy grows too. However surprising, on "matrix" and "sort" (a benchmark well known as very difficult predictable [5]) benchmarks, the LVQ predictor obtains slightly better prediction accuracies. We could appreciate these first results as optimistic, taking into account that the LVQ structure and its prediction algorithm are quite simple and therefore not very perfonnant. Even so, it involves accuracies comparable to the MPAp predictor. We believe that more powerful NN architectures also accomplished with more adequate learning algorithms could produce significantly better prediction accuracies.
Conclusions and Further Work
We proposed a new branch prediction approach based on NN concepts, called by us neural branch prediction. More precisely, we modelled here a neural predictor characterised by a very simple adaptive learning algorithm named LVQ. Based on a trace driven simulation method we investigated the influences of the learning step values, training processes and other architectural characteristics.
Also we compared the neural LVQ predictor with a powerful classical predictor and we establish that they involve quite close performances, which is encouraging from our point of view.
All contemporary branch prediction techniques are based essentially on FSM (Finite State Machine) prediction automata. As an alternative, our approach replaces all the 21+k+1 FSM prediction automata involved by a Two Level
Adaptive Prediction with a simple NN.
Therefore, we conclude that in the nearest future it is interesting to model and simulate other more powerful neural predictors, based on more complex NN or even time series concepts (perhaps another interesting challenge!), in order to obtain better prediction accuracies compared to the previous known schemes. In this sense, as a first further investigation, we believe that a more powerful neural branch predictor could consist of a multilayer perceptron (MLP) 
